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Tag,You’re It! HTML
Markup Made Easier with

Cascading Style Sheets
By  L a r r y  K a hm

Everyone needs to have their documents look a certain way while
keeping their pages easy to modify and the internal processing
code down to a minimum.This article explains how and concludes
with a demonstration of how CSS can be used to format the
HTML in a manner that separates content from presentation.

INTRODUCTION

Everyone needs to have their documents
look a certain way, either for in-house stan-
dards or their own preference. How can you
accomplish that while keeping your pages
easy to modify and the internal processing
code down to a minimum? This article pres-
ents you with an introduction to Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS) in a manner that makes
them easy to understand. I begin with a brief
review of IBM’s Generalized Markup
Language (GML) and how it is used. I contin-
ue with a brief overview of a Web page based
on Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and
describe one means by which a GML docu-
ment can be converted to an HTML docu-
ment. Finally, I bring all of this together by
demonstrating how CSS can be used to format
the HTML in a manner that separates content
from presentation. This article concludes with
several references so that you can conduct
additional research on your own.

GML 101, THE BASICS

I first learned about IBM’s Generalized
Markup Language (GML) in the mid-1980s.
At that time, I was primarily involved in tech-
nical writing. I’ll admit the transition from a
word processing workstation (Wang) to main-
frame-based text processing—using ISPF as
the text editor—was a strange one. However,
once I sat down and learned about how the

tags were used, and how they were construct-
ed, it became very easy.

Let’s start at the beginning. Every document
has an organization or structure that is made up
of distinct components. Each component that
comprises the structure has a relationship with
other components. GML uses tags to define each
of these components and how they relate to oth-
ers. IBM designed it this way so that as an
author, you did not have to concern yourself
with the mechanics of how this worked; instead,
you could focus on the content of the document.

The simplest component of any document
is a paragraph. Using GML, a paragraph is
designated by the following tag:

:p.

All GML tags start with a colon and end
with a period. Most tags are used in pairs and
contain a starting keyword and a matching
ending keyword. For example:

:ul. starts an unordered (bullet) list

:gdoc.
:body.
:h1.This is a level 1 heading
:p.This is a very simple paragraph. It consists of two sentences.
:h2.This is a level 2 heading
:p.Notice no space is skipped between the heading and this paragraph.
:p.Here are some characteristics of this document:
:ul.
:li.The typeface is Lucinda Console (the default in Notepad running under Windows XP).
:li.There are no distinguish formatting factors other than this list.
:eul.
:h3.This is a level 3 heading
:p.Default GML tags from the IBM-supplied Starter Set were used in this example.
:egdoc.

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE DOCUMENT CODED WITH GML TAGS

.*  DSMPARA:  Tag = P  No Attr. Spaces between paragraphs and indents *

.*  first line.                                                 *

.***********************************************************************

.sk &@sk@p                                                             

.il +&@in@p                                                            

FIGURE 2: CONTENTS OF DSMPARA MACRO

Do to technical difficulties and the complexity of the subject matter; certain errors arose in the figure samples of this article
when it ran in last months issue. We have corrected the situation and are now presenting the article in its entirety for the
benefit of our NaSPA members.
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:eul. ends an unordered list

Some tags even have attributes, which lets
you provide additional information or cus-
tomize some of the processing.

When a document containing GML tags is
processed, several rules are evaluated and
implemented. For instance, the paragraph tag
implicitly closes off any other open tag, skips
a line, and (for the most part) starts the text
flush against the left-hand margin.

These rules are processed through a soft-
ware program called SCRIPT. The rules are
contained in a macro library and are read
and expanded during processing. This is the
core of IBM’s Document Composition
Facility (DCF), which is now known as
BookMaster.

What was so difficult to adjust to for many
writers was that the file you saw on your 3270
display screen was nothing like what actually
appeared on the page. SCRIPT generated a
data stream that was interpreted by an
Advanced Function Printing (AFP) device,
such as a 3820 printer. So, what you saw dur-
ing edit was not at all what you got from the
printer. For that matter, I am certain IBM
never intended for so many pages to be wasted
as people tried to get a document to format
exactly the way they wanted.

As I mentioned, GML used a highly stylized
document structure. A sample is shown in
FIGURE 1. As you can see, there is a tag to desig-
nate the start of a document. There are optional
tags that can be used for the components that
make up the front matter of a book (for example,
table of contents, forward, list of figures, and so
on). The body tag ends the front matter and
begins the main section of the document.

As you look closer, you can see further evi-
dence of the hierarchy in a document. There
are various heading levels, paragraphs and
even a list. I did not include an example of a
table because the code would become too long
and complex.

A document can have optional back matter,
which consists of appendixes and an index.
The document actually ends when the end-
document tag is processed.

Unfortunately, I cannot show you what
the contents of FIGURE 1 looks like after it is
processed by a printer; I don’t have one
available.

So, to review: GML defines a document’s
structure. It separates the content from the
actual formatting (output). It uses tags to
identify the components (elements) of the
document. It allows authors to concentrate on

the content of the document instead of on how
it will be processed.

GML, A LITTLE DETAIL

Now, despite having said that authors don’t
need to understand how a document is
processed, we as software specialists do.

When you print a GML document, one of
the instructions you give the SCRIPT program
is the name of the profile that you want it to
use to process your document. IBM provided
a member in a macro library that performed
processing for their “starter set” of tags. The
member name is DSMPROF4. It contains the
formatting instructions for each of the tags.

Let’s take the paragraph tag, because it is
the simplest. In DSMPROF4, the following
instruction appears:

.aa p        dsmpara  (noatt)

This uses a SCRIPT control word, .aa, to
associate the GML tag to the name of the
macro that contains the tag’s rules. The (noatt)
keyword indicates that there are no attributes
allowed for this tag. The macro expansion
takes place after all of the lines of the profile
have been processed.

To continue our research, let’s look at the
contents of the macro, DSMPARA, as shown
in FIGURE 2.

The first three lines are comments to let you
know the exact nature of the processing that
will take place. The fourth line contains a con-
trol word to instruct the processor to skip the
designated number of lines before proceeding.
The fifth line contains a control word to
instruct the processor to indent the line the
specified amount.

Again, as an author, you would never need
to know this kind of detail. You would simply
type your document and place the necessary

FIGURE 4: SAMPLE DOCUMENT WITH HTML RENDERED BY A BROWSER

<html>
<body>
<h1>This is a level 1 heading</h1>
<p>This is a very simple paragraph. It consists of two sentences.</p>
<h2>This is a level 2 heading</h2>
<p>Notice no space is skipped between the heading and this paragraph in the
source code. However, notice how much space is used by the headings when they
are displayed in a browser.</p>
<p>Here are some characteristics of this document:</p>
<ul>
<li>The typeface is Lucinda Console (the default in Notepad running under
Windows XP).</li>
<li>There are no distinguish formatting factors other than this list</li>
</ul>
<h3>This is a level 3 heading</h3>
<p>Default HTML tags were used for this example.</p>
</body>
</html>

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE DOCUMENT WHERE GML TAGS HAVE BEEN CONVERTED TO HTML
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tags wherever they were appropriate. That
made it easier to get the work done.

At some sites, technical editors would take
it upon themselves to either modify the IBM
starter set or create an entirely different pro-
cessing profile. Because the starter set was just
that, it was not a solution for everyone’s in-
house publications. In addition to modifying
the profile, you could also create your own
macros, or modify the IBM-provided macros,
using the native SCRIPT control words to pro-
duce exactly what you wanted to print. In the
early 1990s, I was contracted by the Gartner
Group to modify one of their SCRIPT profiles
to produce their research documents.

HTML 101, THE BASICS

But how does this relate to CSS? I’m get-
ting there. But before I do, I need to explain a
little bit about HTML and show how Web
pages (Web-based documents) are formatted.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
has developed a specification for the rules by
which a Web page can be created. By now,
most of us are quite familiar with the various
looks and flavors that a Web page can have on
different browsers and Web sites.

In its purest sense, HTML is nothing more
than a markup language. In the same manner
that GML describes how to create a printed doc-
ument, HTML describes how to build an online
document. And, in the same way that a printed
document has a structure, so does a Web page.

FIGURE 3 contains a slightly edited form of
the GML document that I showed you in
FIGURE 1. I used a software tool called B2H,
which was developed by Gary L. Richtmeyer
of AT&T Labs in Tampa, Florida. (Please refer
to the Resources section at the end of this arti-
cle for additional information.) B2H converts
GML documents to HTML documents. I did
change some of the text in the example so that
it was more appropriate for the discussion.

As you can see, the structure of the docu-
ment has been retained following the conver-
sion to HTML. What is different is how HTML
defines tags. In HTML, tags are surrounded by
brackets, and the ending tag is designated with
a slash.

For example:

<ul> starts an unordered (bullet) list

</ul> ends an unordered list

The B2H utility understands these conven-
tions and transforms one document markup
format to another.

When the contents of FIGURE 3 are saved to
a file that has an “htm” or “html” extension,
you can open it with a Web browser and view
the formatted contents. The Web browser con-
trols the formatting and layout of an HTML
document similar to the way a printer does for
a GML document. FIGURE 4 shows the results
in Internet Explorer 6.0.

That’s quite a difference from what the unfor-
matted code looked like. But it sure is ugly. The
font is now Times New Roman; the font in the
source is not used for the display. The headings

are large, which we can understand, but are fol-
lowed by a tremendous amount of white space.
In the end, there is no “pizzazz” to this page irre-
spective of the information that is conveyed.

GOOD-LOOKING HTML PAGES

Finally, he’s going to talk about CSS, right?
Well, almost. Let’s address more about con-
tent and format.

While you can engineer HTML code so that
when it is displayed, it appears “prettier,” you
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FIGURE 6: SAMPLE DOCUMENT WITH MODIFIED HTML RENDERED BY A BROWSER

<html>
<body>
<h1><font face="Arial">This is a heading - level 1</font></h1>
<p><font face="Arial">This is a very simple paragraph. It consists of two sen-
tences.</font></p>
<h2><font face="Arial">This is a heading - level 2</font></h2>
<p><font face="Arial">Notice no space is skipped between the heading and this
paragraph in the source code.
However, notice how much space is used by the headings when they are displayed
in a browser.</font></p>
<p><font face="Arial">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Here are some characteristics of this
document:</font></p>
<ul>
<li><font face="Arial" color="#0066CC">The second paragraph (and following) is
indented.</font></li>
<li><font face="Arial" color="#0066CC">The typeface has been changed to
Arial.</font></li>
<li><font face="Arial" color="#0066CC">There are no distinguish formatting fac-
tors other than this list 
(although the color of the text is now &quot;big blue&quot;.)</font></li>
</ul>
<h3><font face="Arial">This is a heading - level 3</font></h3>
<p><font face="Arial">No style sheet was used for this code.</font></p>
<p><font face="Arial">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; This HTML code was modified using an
HTML editor.</font></p>
</body>
</html>

FIGURE 5: SAMPLE DOCUMENT WITH HTML MODIFIED BY FRONTPAGE
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end up taking away from the content. Take a look
at FIGURE 5. Here, I’ve used Microsoft FrontPage
to add some additional markup to make the page
look nicer. As you can see, there are font tags,
spacing, and a few other tricks. FIGURE 6 shows
the result as it appears in a browser.

Wow, what a difference! But you’ll also notice
that most of the actual text is now effectively hid-
den by all of the coding to support these new fea-
tures. Some of this is due to the software tool I
used to make the change (which is why using a
WYSIWYG HTML editor is not always the best
solution). If this were a complex document, or
one that spanned several dozen pages, I would
have a heck of a time trying to update it in the
future. Especially if management indicated that
the color “big blue” was no longer a corporate
standard but that the color “red mond” was.

OK, so how do you remove extraneous cod-
ing from the tags? Well, that is what CSS is all
about. It lets you define styles for all of your
specific formatting. You simply put references
to the styles in your document. Most Web
browsers (especially the latest versions)
understand how to use the formatting and
present the appropriate output. The net result:
You have effectively separated content and
format. This was what the markup languages
were intended to do in the first place.

CSS INTRODUCTION 101

Finally, he’s going to tell us about CSS!
Yes, I am. Style sheets are nothing more than
a set of specific processing instructions for the
browser to use to render your document. The
advantage to using them is that you can define
a characteristic just once, and it can be used
everywhere in your document.

What can you manipulate? The following,
for starters:

� Font properties – for example, type face,
size and weight

� Text properties – for example, alignment
or word spacing

� Color and background properties – for
example, standard colors and images

Recall how the GML paragraph tag was
associated with a macro and that the macro
contained instructions to the SCRIPT proces-
sor for how many spaces to indent and how
many lines to skip? Well, when you define a
style for HTML processing, you build a simi-
lar construct in a style sheet. Yes, a style sheet
can be considered nothing more than a macro
(or even a library of macros).

Use the following construct to indicate to
the browser that you want to use a style sheet:

<style>

<!—

Your code will go in here

—>

</style>

The style tag starts the definition and has an
end tag. Inside the tags are comments to allow

older browsers (which don’t support style
sheets) to ignore the contents—and not render
them as text.

What you code depends on what you want
to accomplish.

CSS IN DEPTH

Here are the changes I am going to make to
this document:

1. Change the font the document is displayed
in from Arial to Verdana
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FIGURE 8: SAMPLE DOCUMENT WITH STYLE SHEET RENDERED BY A BROWSER

<html>
<head>
<style>
<!--
BODY { font-family: Verdana }
P.nextpara { text-indent: 16px }
LI { color: #FF2000 }
-->
</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1>This is a heading - level 1</h1>
<p>This is a very simple paragraph. It consists of two sentences.</p>
<h2>This is a heading - level 2</h2>
<p>Notice how much less space is now used in the browser by the headings.</p>
<p class="nextpara">Here are some characteristics of this document:</p>
<ul>
<li>The second paragraph is indented</li>
<li>The typeface has been changed to Verdana</li>
<li>Notice how even the bullets in the list have been changed to red</li>
</ul>
<h3>This is a heading - level 3</h3>
<p>A sample style sheet was used for this code.</p>
<p class="nextpara">This HTML was modified using Notepad.</p>
</body>
</html>

FIGURE 7: SAMPLE DOCUMENT WITH STYLE SHEET
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2. Indent the first line of each second
paragraph

3. Change the color of the list items from
“big blue” to “red mond”

Let’s take each one of these tasks separately.
When FrontPage updated the HTML code,

it performed a very simple chore. It added a
<font> tag to each line of code in the docu-
ment. While that is technically accurate, over
the course of several hundreds of lines, and
possibly several dozen pages, this is excessive.
Many Web pages have this kind of bloat,
which sometimes takes them longer to render
in your Web browser.

Instead, I am going to remove all of the font
tags (including the attributes) and the correspon-
ding end font tags. I am then going to update the
style sheet to include the following statement:

BODY{ font-family: Verdana }

Does this construct look familiar? It should;
this is just like the SCRIPT control word pro-
cessing for the paragraph tag in GML. This
style sheet code instructs the Web browser that
when it encounters the <body> tag in a docu-
ment, it should apply the font Verdana to every
element until the </body> tag is encountered.
That’s it—just one line of code, not hundreds.
(Yes, inheritance is one of the powerful
aspects of style sheets.)

To indent the first line of a paragraph, I am
going to create a new class for the HTML
paragraph tag. This will allow me to indent
only the paragraphs that I want. The rest of the
time, the paragraph tag will be interpreted nor-
mally. To do this, I am going to update my
style sheet to include the following statement:

P.nextpara{ text-indent: 16px }

This instructs the Web browser to indent
any paragraph that has the class “nextpara” by
16 pixels.

Finally, I am going to change the color of
the list items from blue to red. By now, you
can probably guess what that code looks like.
To make it easier, take a look at FIGURE 7. This
contains the sample document with the com-
plete style sheet. Notice that it is contained in
the heading of the page so that it can affect all
of the code in the document. FIGURE 8 depicts
what this document looks like when rendered
by a Web browser.

As you can see, the code is much cleaner
and the content is more readily visible for
anyone to maintain. But what happens if

your site contains several dozen, or even
hundreds, of Web pages? If you code this
style sheet in all of them, you still run into a
problem if (or when) you need to make a
global change. Fortunately, there is a very
easy solution. You simply take your style
sheet code and place it in a separate file.
Then, within your document, you refer to it.
Here’s an example:

<link rel=”stylesheet”

href=”myStyles.css” type=”text/css”>

Using a link, you can make one change and
have it propagate to your entire Web site. You
can even create a set of style sheets for each
type of page or subset of pages on your site.

More advanced processing is possible with
style sheets. You can align images and whole
sections of text without very much code. You
can even duplicate most of the formatting you
see in the pages of Technical Support maga-
zine. However, that is well beyond the scope
of this article.

CONCLUSION

From the start, markup languages were
designed to keep content and format separate.
It was only with the introduction of a ubiqui-
tous Web browser that Web page developers
wanted to format their content in a manner

that was unique and different. WYSIWYG
HTML editor helped authors create highly
formatted documents.

However, the attempts to use HTML to format
the page lead to a huge increase in the size of
HTML pages. The net result was a correspon-
ding decrease in the ability to obtain access to
just the content.

Now, with browsers showing up in various
sizes and devices, it is even more important to
keep content separate from format. By using
CSS, you can achieve that goal.

I have shown you a rudimentary approach for
converting an existing document into a Web-
based page. I then took you through the steps to
reformat that document using style sheets.

The rest is up to you, your existing content,
your site’s standards, and your imagination.  
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Resources
GML
The basic information needed to get started with GML can be found in the Starter Set;

more advanced coding techniques can be found in the SCRIPT Language Reference.
“Document Composition Facility: Generalized Markup Language Starter Set User’s

Guide,” SH20-9186
“Document Composition Facility: SCRIPT/VS Language Reference,” SH35-0070
HTML
The W3C is the primary location for all of the information you need about the latest

proposals to HTML and related Web-based coding.A few other useful sites are also listed.
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): http://www.w3.org
http://www.pageresource.com/
http://www.w3schools.com/
B2H
This is an extremely handy utility that lets you take existing documentation and trans-

form it so that it can be viewed on an intranet or the Internet.
Description: http://www.vm.ibm.com/download/packages/descript.cgi?B2H
Download: http://www.vm.ibm.com/download/packages/
CSS
More detailed information about style sheets than you can possibly imagine can be

found here. Or, you can read any of the books by Eric Meyer, a true genius when it comes
to explaining how CSS can work.

Cascading Styles Sheets at the W3C: http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/
Eric Meyer,“Eric Meyer on CSS,” New Riders, 2003
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